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simplifying Benefits

C: 205-790-2420 
O: 205-682-8856

TRADITIONAL HEALTH PLANS
Working with all major carriers to bring you the
options and companies you have come to know
 
LEVEL/SELF FUNDED PLANS
Alternative solutions to traditional health plans,
which generate tremendous savings without
sacrificing coverage.
 
EMPLOYER PAID BENEFITS
Attract and retain top talent with additional
benefits offered to your employees with benefits
such as a group life and disability insurance,
among others.
 
ANCILLARY BENEFITS
Round out your employee benefits package
with other benefits that are discounted based
on group rates. Additional benefits like dental,
vision, accident, cancer and many others paid
for by the employee.

M O R E  O P T I O N S ,  L E S S  C O M P L E X I T Y

P R O D U C T  S O L U T I O N S  T H A T  F I T

Birmingham Insurance Group

was built with our clients in

mind. We specialize in

comprehensive benefit packages

for employers and their

employees. We are an

independent benefits company

and it is our intent to align

ourselves with our clients to

become an integral part of their

success. Our primary focus is

the service and satisfaction of

our clients. We treat every

client with the same courtesy

regardless of size. What sets us

apart from our competitors is a

consistent annual renewal

process that ensures our clients

the same level of care and

service, year after year. We do

this by working with many

partner providers that offer

creative products and solutions

for our clients in an ever

changing landscape. With over

many years of experience, we

are a partner you can trust for

dedicated service in all aspects

of employee benefits.



simplifying Technology

BENEFIT ADMINISTRATION
Complete online software solutions for

employee benefit administration. An All-In-One

tool to help you enroll, remove and change

employee benefits with the click of a mouse.

 

ONLINE EMPLOYEE PORTALS
One Stop site for all your employees needs to

understand key contacts and summaries of

coverage. Single sign on to access benefit

information and key contacts.

 

INTELLIGENT CLAIM AUDITS
Cutting edge AI software which is constantly

auditing your companies claims for fraud and

duplication. Savings you and your employees

thousands!

 

COST CONTROL MANAGEMENT
Cost control solutions allowing your

employees to compare average costs for

procedures and care of local hospitals and

doctors.

I N F O R M A T I O N   T E C H N O L O G Y   S O L U T I O N S
T H A T   W O R K   F O R   O U R   B U S I N E S S

The current state of healthcare

can be described in many

terms. Perhaps the term we

hear most often is, "confusing".

There is so much confusion as

to what networks doctors are in,

what tier do prescription’s fall

under, what costs are paid by

the insurer and what portion is

the responsibility of the

insured.

In a never ending barrage of

questions and confusion,

Birmingham Insurance Group

is here to help

alleviate the confusion and here

to help our clients every step of

the way.

Every day new technologies

continue to advance, especially

in the healthcare industry.

While advances in treatment

and medicine progress, there

are many companies investing

in alternative technologies.

With a goal to not only enhance

benefits, but to help make them

more cost efficient and

accessible. At Birmingham

Insurance Group we are

constantly monitoring

companies and

looking for partners to help

improve our clients overall

experience and enhance

benefits coverage.

C: 205-790-2420 
O: 205-682-8856



simplifying Partnerships

RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
Wouldn’t it be nice to remember just one phone
number? Let us take all the work off your
hands. Just contact us and we will address any
questions or concerns you have!
 
SHOP THE MARKETPLACE
Every year we evaluate the benefits market and
compare all the products and services to fulfill
your needs. Let us deal with the stress and
complexity and with no “home team” we can
work with all available providers!
 
STAY UP TO DATE
The benefits industry is constantly changing. It
is hard to keep up to date with all you have on
your plate. Let us do the work for you. We
locate, vet and monitor the options that are
available to you.
 
EVERYTHING TO EVERYONE
It is impossible to be everything to everyone.
But, we can work with everyone to bring you
everything! That Is what we do best!

S O  M A N Y  O P T I O N S ,  H O W  C O U L D  Y O U  
D E C I D E ?  L E T  U S  H E L P !

We have our finger on the

pulse of the industry. We

are in business to find the

best solutions available in

the marketplace and bring

them to you. You are busy

running a business, and it

is hard to stay up on

current trends and

products. We do this for

you, all while finding cost

savings and enhanced

benefit coverage’s.

Every year we evaluate

the benefits marketplace

and compare the current

plan to make sure the

products and services

provided are still relevant

to your needs. All of our

clients receive a

consistent approach that

is process driven. This

ensures we deliver a

quality service model that

allows us to fulfill the

interests of our clients.

C: 205-790-2420 
O: 205-682-8856


